Landing Page Copywriting
Business Coaching Workshop

Headline:
How Would You Like to Increase Your Win Rate by 32% Quickly, Easily and
Without Frustration?
Body Copy:
When it comes to writing proposals, rejections can be frustrating. What if you
could stop guessing what might work and have a proven template that makes
clients want to work with you?

We’ll show you the exact steps you need to write proposals that win.
Land more high-paying clients and projects.
Write proposals quickly and painlessly.
Learn the secrets to a persuasive and convincing writing style.
Stand out from your competitors.
Spend less time pitching clients and more time doing what you love.
Like you, Michael Huggins struggled to land new clients. After years of failure and
frustration, he finally cracked the winning formula. He developed the Mindwalk
Method and grew his design firm into a huge success.
Now we’re going to share that formula with you.
In this one-day workshop, you’ll learn the proven formula to win high-paying clients.
The Mindwalk Method is a 7 part proposal writing system that is proven to improve
your win rate. Participants report an average of 32% more accepted proposals
when using the Mindwalk Method.
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In addition to mastering the Mindwalk Method, you’ll get:
Personalized coaching to review your current proposal templates.
The 97 Page Pump Up Your Proposals Workbook. So you always have the
reference materials you need on hand.
9 winning design proposals you can model to easily land projects.
Join us Saturday, April 27th, for the Amplify Your Proposals Workshop.
This one-day workshop is hosted at 180 Create Space in Toronto. This is an
inspiring, comfortable workshop space that will energize your creative energy.
You’ll feel excited to write proposals and pitch clients. And lunch is included, so
you can focus on learning.
Learn the Mindwalk Method for only $429
If you land just one new project from what you learn in the workshop, you’ll earn
more than enough to cover the workshop investment fee. But by using the
Mindwalk Method, you’ll be landing a lot more than just one new client.
“The workshop was the best money I’ve ever spent. The new proposal template
we developed with the Mindwalk Method helped us win five new design projects
and a top price. We probably would have not got those projects otherwise.”
Register now to reserve your spot and learn the secret to writing persuasive and
convincing proposals that get results.
{REGISTER NOW}
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